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Abstract
The Republic of Cape Verde comprises ten volcanic islands located 600 km west of Senegal coast discovered in 1460. Their geographical location made them the most suitable place for the Portuguese crown to establish a settlement from where to explore the African coast. Ribeira Grande, capital of the islands, was the first Portuguese city founded overseas playing a central role in the configuration of early Atlantic networks and the emergence of the slave trade to America. It was an almost obligatory supply scale for ships transiting towards America, Europe, Africa, Asia and the Pacific Ocean as the expeditions carried out by Vasco de Gama, Cabral, Columbus or Elcano. This economic and strategic importance made it object of numerous armed assaults, especially after its incorporation into the Hispanic monarchy in 1581, when important fortification infrastructures were constructed. It was not almost until the 21st century that archaeological research began in Cape Verde. The archaeological excavations at the Royal Fortress of San Felipe and at the Convent of San Francisco and elsewhere have served to highlight the outstanding past of Ribeira Grande, currently Cidade Velha, showing its intense links with Europe, Asia, Africa and America during the 15th and 18th centuries. Recently the historical value of Cidade Velha has been recognized with its declaration as World Heritage.
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